We propose a method of dealing with the canonical constrained structure of reducible systems that involves an enlargement of phase space. It is not necessary, as in the Dirac approach, to isolate the independent subset of constraints or to introduce, as in the BRST analysis, a series of ghosts-for-ghosts. The example of pform gauge fields (p = 2, 3) is analyzed in details.
It is well known that the constrained analysis of reducible systems poses problems [1, 2] . This is essentially tied to the lack of linear independence of the constraints arising in such systems, a typical and important example of which is the theory of p-form gauge fields [2] . In the canonical Dirac [1] approach, the independent subset of constraints has to be extracted. The Dirac brackets (DB) computed for this subset then enforces the complete constraint sector. The abstraction of the independent constraints is, however, quite nontrivial [2] . Furthermore, by working with a reduced set of constraints, important symmetries of the system may be lost [3] . In the BRST/BFV approach [2] , reducible constraints require the introduction of ghosts-for-ghosts. Similarly, in the symplectic quantization [4] the reducibility is manipulated by means of Lagrange multipliers-for-Lagrange multipliers [5] .
In this paper we develop a method of analyzing the canonical constrained structure of reducible systems where the complete constraint set is involved, which also avoids the necessity of any ghosts-for-ghosts or another similar procedure. Two schemes are developed, both of which require an enlargement of the original phase space. These schemes lead to an evaluation of the DB among the original phase space variables which naturally account for the reducibility condition. It is best to illustrate the concept by examples. A simple quantum mechanical toy model is considered first, after which more realistic theories will be dealt.
Consider the following set of reducible constraints,
It is clear that only two of these constraints are independent. For convenience, choose them to be T a . Then the other constraints are expressed by the combinations,
For computing the DB it is necessary to obtain the inverse of the matrix formed by the Poisson brackets (PB) of the complete set of constraints. In this case although the constraints (1) are second-class, the inverse does not exist because of the reducibility condition (2) . The usual approach [1, 2] is to isolate the independent set of constraints and evaluate the DB. These brackets will then strongly enforce (1) . The matrix elements of the PB of the independent constraints is given by,
whose matrix elements of the inverse read,
Then the DB defined by the general formula [1] ,
are found to be,
which strongly imposes the constraint sector (1).
In our approach, on the other hand, it is possible to work with the full set of reducible constraints by first extending the phase space, introducing a canonical pair of variables (η, π),
These variables have vanishing brackets with q a and p a . In the extended space the dependent constraints are modified as 1 ,
where c is an arbitrary parameter and the factor 2 is included only for computational ease. The matrix of the PB of the complete set of constraints (T a ,T 3 ,T 4 ), which are now independent in the extended space, is given by,
The inverse is,
Expectedly,S −1 does not exist for c = 0. The DB are now modified as,
whereT generically denotes the constraints (T a ,T 3 ,T 4 ). A simple algebra reproduces (6) . It is interesting to point out that the parameter c is cancelled in the evaluation of these DB. This is related to the vanishing of η and π if T a are imposed in (8) .
In other words, the phase space extension removes the reducibility but retains the original constraint sector independent of the value of c.
Let us next consider more realistic field theoretical examples involving antisymmetric tensor fields which provide further extension and elaboration of our ideas. The constraints in the theory for a massless Abelian two-form gauge field A µν are given by,
where π µν is the momentum conjugate to A µν . The constraints T i are reducible since,
implies that all T i are not independent. This is related to the fact that the original gauge transformations,
are not independent since δA ij = 0 if the parameters are ξ i = ∂ i θ for any θ. The conventional gauge-fixing in the Dirac procedure is to choose [2, 6, 7] ,
which also satisfies a reducibility condition like (13). Due to this condition,
does not possess an inverse 2 . Hence the DB cannot be computed in the usual way. 2 We work with the Bjorken-Drell metric η ij = −δ ij .
As before, we proceed by modifying the constraints in an enlarged phase space,
where (φ i , p j ) is a canonical pair,
and m is some parameter. The matrix involving the PB of the modified constraints is,S
whose inverse is given by,
which will be used for computing the DB. These brackets are,
In the limit m → 0, this reproduces the standard result [6] . It is interesting to observe that exactly the same result (21) follows by considering the original reducible constraints T i , χ i but deforming the basic PB,
which reduces to the canonical form in the limit m → 0. This shows a connection of our approach with [7] .
As an alternative approach which also illuminates the gauge-fixing in the path integral quantization of reducible systems, the original constraints are extended as,
where (φ, π) denote a canonical set in the enlarged phase space and m is a parameter similar to what was already introduced in Eq. (17) (except that it is now dimensionless). It is important to note that on the new constraint surface ∂ iT i = ∂ iχ i ≈ 0 imply φ = π ≈ 0 for any m, provided reasonable boundary conditions are assumed. This phase space extension, therefore, simultaneously avoids the reducibility and enforces the original constraints T i = χ i ≈ 0, irrespective of the value of m. Hence the correct DB of the original theory ought to be reproduced without taking the explicit limit m → 0. This is reminiscent of the quantum mechanical example. Incidentally, the extended gauge conditionχ i is precisely used for gauge-fixing in the path integral BRST analysis [2] where φ plays the role of the ghost field. By eliminating the reducibility, terms like δ(0) no longer occur in the path integral.
The new constraint matrix analogous to (19) is now given by,
The inverse matrix is,
and obviously does not exist for m = 0. The only nonvanishing DB is easily computed,
which reproduces the familiar expression without the necessity of taking any limit.
Let us next consider a direct extension of the previous example. Instead of (12), we take the reducible constraints occurring in the theory of a three form gauge field,
The corresponding Coulomb-like gauge fixing condition now reads,
The PB matrix among these constraints is,
This quantity does not have an inverse which is defined as 3 ,
In analogy to (17), the constraints (27) and (28) are modified as
where, in the enlarged phase space, p ij is the canonical momentum conjugate to φ ij (of course, both are antisymmetric in the i, j indices).
Before proceeding, it is convenient to introduce some definitions in order to display the expressions compactly. These definitions are,
With this notation, the modified constraint PB matrix (analogous to (29)) and its inverse are given by,
Now the fundamental PB are expressed as,
The nonvanishing DB is 4 ,
The first factor in the parenthesis yields ∂ 2 ijk,lmn while the second does not contribute. The DB is then given by,
Taking the limit m 2 → 0, one obtains the DB of the initial reducible theory. It is simply to check that the constraints (27) and (28) are strongly implemented by these DB.
Exactly as was done for the two-form gauge field, it is possible to extend the phase space such that the final DB are obtained without the imposition of any limit. The constraints are now modified as,
where, as usual, the canonical set (A i , π j ) in the enlarged space has vanishing PB with the original variables. There is, however, an important distinction from the analysis in the two form example. In that case, the enlargement (23) implied the vanishing of the extra fields on the constraint surface thereby reproducing the original constraint sector. Here, on the contrary, ∂ iT ij = ∂ iχ ij ≈ 0 leads to,
Clearly, it is not possible to set π i = A i ≈ 0 since these are multiplied by a noninvertible operator. Hence by itself the extension (38) does not reduce to the original constraint sector. There are two ways to overcome this situation. The phase space is extended further by introducing more fields and performing a fresh analysis. This is the analogue of the BRST analysis where a tower of ghosts-for-ghosts etc. has to be inserted [2] . Alternatively, the symplectic structure is altered so that the new fields are no longer canonical but satisfy,
This means that these fields are transversal so that desired inversion in (39) is possible. The new fields vanish on the constraint surface and the original constraint set is reproduced. It is now crucial to note that the algebra of the antisymmetric combination of new fields in (38) is unaffected by the deformation (40) and yields the same result as if the fields were canonical. We find,
In the evaluation of DB, therefore, the new fields, which vanish on the constraint surface, can still be chosen as canonical. The DB of the original theory will be obtained by working with the modified constraints (38) without the imposition of any limit (e.g. m → 0). It is not necessary to introduce either additional tower of fields, as in the BRST approach, or deform the canonical structure.
The nontrivial PB among the constraints (38) is
which has the following inverse,
The complete inverse analogous to (34) follows trivially. Now the nontrivial DB is easily computed,
where the first term is the PB and the second is generated by the first piece of (43). The m-dependent piece in (43) does not contribute. Thus the DB of the original reducible theory is directly reobtained.
It is clear that proceeding similarly it is possible to give a systematic Dirac formulation of theories involving arbitrary p-form gauge fields. Such theories incidentally have recently attracted attention for applications in higher dimensional bosonisation [8] . A significant feature is the algebraic simplicity of the method. For instance, the usual Dirac method of obtaining the algebra (26) [6] looks quite involved compared to this calculation. It may be interesting to observe that the present phase space extension achieves the opposite of [9] where the purpose was to convert second class constraints into their first class forms. Here, on the contrary, gauge-fixing of the reducible constraints still yields a vanishing determinant for the constraint PB matrix. Roughly speaking, therefore, the constraints continue to display a first class character. The phase space embedding changes this character into second class enabling a simple evaluation of the Dirac brackets.
